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We demonstrate our proposed visualization tool on monitoring
the HPC health metrics. First, we adapt the existing clustering
algorithms, such as k-means [3] to summarize the major statuses
(or clusters) of multivariate data. Figure 1 where users can identify
patterns, outliers, or clustering of interest. Each clustering radar
chart represents one dimension of the event sequence data; the
user can rename the dimension for easier navigation in the main
interface by clicking on the icon at the top left of the radar chart.
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We propose a visual approach based on two strategies: clustering
for grouping similar multivariate statuses into significant groups of
interests using popular clustering methods [2]. Then, superimposing overlays multivariate representations on top of the clustering
bundles. Our technique, called RadarViewer , visually summarizes
the original temporal event sequences with clustering and, at the
same time recovering individual sequences from the stacked radar
chart. The challenge is to identify a set of clusters for a meaningful
visual summary without imposing redundant patterns and inducing
information loss [1]. To tackle this issue, we first define a small set
of possible statuses within the multivariate data and then representing them onto the timeline where repeated statuses are simply
compressed into a color-coded horizontal line.

A simple approach is to align the ordered events along the horizontal axis. For example, Lifelines [7] allows users to show multiple
facets of the personal histories where each facet was displayed as
an individual timeline. This visualization method can be considered
as an extension of the Gantt chart since it imposed colors on facets
to highlight the relationships among event sequences. However,
the proposed method was not able to show trends. The authors
solved this issue in the extended version, Lifelines2 [8], by aggregating multiple event sequences into a stacked bar chart over a
time period. Still, this method required more space as the number
of facets increased. To tackle this issue, CloudLines [4] compresses
multiple timelines together to form a representation of a timeline
bundle. This method is based on Kernel density estimation and truncation function. EventFlow [6], LifeFlow [9], and CoreFlow [5] used
tree-like branching structure to abstract temporal event sequences.
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2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Event Sequence Visualization
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ABSTRACT
This showcase presents a visual approach based on clustering
and superimposing to construct a high-level overview of sequential event data while balancing the amount of information and
the cardinality in it. We also implement an interactive prototype,
called RadarViewer , that allows domain analysts to simultaneously analyze sequence clustering, extract useful distribution patterns, drill multiple levels-of-detail to accelerate the analysis. The
RadarViewer is demonstrated through case studies with real-world
temporal datasets of different sizes.
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Figure 2: RadarViewer on HPC dataset: Red circles indicates enclose the time point when many instances change their status.
The circles highlight the common patterns of high memory usage when the jobs are started on these computing nodes.
Figure 2 illustrates a use case where analysts can use RadarViewer to
capture dynamic behaviors of multiple events (host) over time.
Through the overview, the presence of many vertically aligned
radar charts (with clustering and ordering) shows that there are
abnormal activities around 3 am, 7 pm, and 10 pm where the system
changes from normal activity to high memory usage. This information can be used for further investigation, such as which job
causes the issues and who owns the corresponding jobs. Knowing
this information in advance can help the system administrator to
have better strategies for resource allocations and management.
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CONCLUSION

This project presented a technique for visualizing temporal event
sequences. Our proposed approach was based on the clustering
and superimposing techniques to construct a high-level overview
of sequential event data. RadarViewer allows domain analysts to
simultaneously capture sequence clustering, extract useful distribution patterns, drill multiple levels-of-detail to accelerate interactive
data analysis. The RadarViewer was demonstrated through case
studies with real-world temporal datasets.
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